The Loyola Treasury of Saints: From the Time of Jesus to the Present Day
by David Self

Beautiful Book!

Both children and adults will enjoy this beautiful new collection of over one hundred stories of saints. Vibrant stories, illustrations, and photographs detail the lives of saints who walked with Jesus and holy people who walk among us today. The treasury chronicles the most famous of Church heroes as well as lesser-known saints from many parts of the world.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
This is a beautiful book. It provides brief biographies and images of roughly 100 saints - most are formally recognized as saints and others recognized by many as exceptionally good people who are good examples for kids. You will see this kind of inclusion in other books today as well and the author is careful to note those who are formally recognized and those who are not.

The true attraction for me in this book (in addition to it being just a beautifully illustrated book) is the fact that the author has left some of the grit in the biographies without too much gore that could overwhelm young readers. Many books today on religious subjects bleach out most everything that is interesting to kids -- this book does not. The author, editors and illustrator did a wonderful job with this book. This is an exceptional book for personal, church and public libraries.
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